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Abstract 
This paper studies the stability of the solution of backward stochastic differential equations. 
The stability of the solution is here intended as robustness under small perturbations of the 
coefficients and of the boundary values. The work is suggested by the interest the results might 
have in finance theory. 
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O. Introduction 
In recent years, the interest in the so-called backward stochastic differential equa- 
tions (BSDE) has remarkably widened, due both to their mathematical novelty and to 
their origin from problems in finance theory. 
Mainly two approaches to BSDE were outlined in the past years. The first sprung 
from a work of Pardoux and Peng (1990), while the second came from the papers of 
Duffle and others (1992) on stochastic differential utility. The first approach deals with 
BSDE in a Brownian environment, recently generalized to BSDE with jump-diffusion 
processes and stochastic integrals driven by more general semimartingales (for in- 
stance see E1 Karoui et al., 1994), and with their connection to optimal control 
problems in finance theory. The second approach works in a quite general setting, as 
there are virtually no restrictions on the underlying filtration, and it is more keenly 
focussed on the flexibility that the solutions of such equations might have as a model 
for stochastic differential utility. In the first case the backward equation is explicitly 
given in terms of a diffusion process, while in the second the formulation is more 
implicit because of the action of the conditional expectation. Several results of 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of BSDE have been shown in both settings 
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(see Duffle et al., 1992; Antonelli, 1993; Pardoux and Peng, 1990; E1 Karoui et al., 
1994). 
Here we are interested in the stability of such solutions. The formulation we will 
adopt is that of Duffie's. By stability we mean robustness relative to small changes in 
the coefficients and the data of the equation. In Section 2 we give a result in this line. 
Section 1 is devoted to some preliminary results needed in the rest. A by-product of 
this work is an extended form of the stochastic Gronwall's inequality, which is, in fact, 
presented in Section 1. 
The question of stability is interesting also for practical purposes. In fact it is 
reasonable to think that often economic operators have only an approximated form of 
the coefficient driving the utility process (and/or an approximated boundary value), 
hence it might be interesting to know whether the actual model tends to the theoret- 
ical one as the approximations get more refined. 
For general concepts and definitions in the theory of stochastic processes and of 
stochastic integration, we refer the reader to Karatzas and Shreve (1988) and Protter 
(1990). 
1. Preliminary results 
Let [0, T] be a finite time interval and (~, ~,  P) a complete probability space with 
filtration {~t}o ~<, ~< r, satisfying the usual hypotheses, i.e. 
(i) ~o contains all the P-null sets of ~;  
(ii) ~t = ~ ~ (right continuity). 
S>t  
We consider the BSDE given by 
Vt = E gs(V~) dAs + YIo~ , (1.1) 
with g : [0, T) x ~ x ~ ~ N adapted and cfidlfig, Y an o~r-measurable random variable 
and A an adapted process of bounded total variation with Ao = 0. 
In Antonelli (1993), the following results of existence and uniqueness are shown. 
Theorem 1.1. Let us assume that Y ~L~(P) and that g is such that 
[gs(u)-- g~(v)l <<, k lu -v l  Vu, ve~,  (s,{o) e[0, T ]x f l  
and 
E(f£lgs(O)l ldAsl)< + oo. 
Then there exists a unique semimartingale V solution of Eq. (1.1) in Lx(12) sense, where 
# is the measure induced by [A I on [0, T ] x ~. 
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Remark 1.2. Let us remark that the assumption that A has bounded total variation 
implies the existence and uniqueness of its compensator  ~3, which is a predictable 
process, of bounded total variation itself, so that A - ,4 is a local martingale. As 
a matter of fact, the integrability condition implies that A - ,] is a true martingale, 
hence Eq. (1.1) becomes 
V~=E g.~(V~) d(A - A)~ + gs(Vs) d/i, + Y I .~ 
) = E g~(Vs) dJ], + Y ]~ , 
since, under appropriate integrability hypotheses on the coefficient 9, the martingale 
integral gives no contribution. The equation might be rewritten involving only A, so, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that A is predictable. 
In what follows, for p t> 1, we denote with S v the space of semimartingales such that 
supo .<, ~ r I Xtl e Lv(P) and with H p the space of the special semimartingales with 
canonical decomposit ion X = M + A (with A predictable), so that ([M, M]~/2 + 
~(7 IdA, I )~I?(P) .  Hence from now on we assume that A eH ~'. 
Theorem 1.3. Let p > 1. Let us assume that Y ~ LP(P) and that g is adapted, ci~dlhg and 
such that 
Igs(u) -- g~(v)[ <~ klu - vl Vu, v~,  (s ,~o)~[0,  T ] ,  g.~(O)~S p.
Then there exists a unique semimartingale V 6 S v solution of Eq. (1.1). 
For a proof of Theorem 1.3, when dA, = ds we refer the reader to Duffle et al. 
(1992). 
The case p = 1 is actually considered by Theorem 1.1, wherein the result is slightly 
weaker than in Theorem 1.3, as V can be outside ofS 1 under those weaker hypotheses, 
in fact the strong version of Doob's  maximal inequality does not hold for p = 1. 
We now introduce some technical tools, including an extended stochastic form of 
Gronwall 's inequality, that will be used in the next section. 
Lemma 1.4. Let Z be a semimartingale with Zo = O. Suppose that the process given by 
Wt = - Zt + [Z, Z]~ + ~o <~ ~t (1 + AZ,)- l(AZ~) 2 is a well-defined semimartingale. Then 
d;(W),C(Z)t = 1 J'or all t >10. 
Proof. See Protter (1990, Theorem 63, Chapter V). [] 
Theorem 1.5. Let A be an increasing process and let us denote the stochastic exponential 
of A by g(A)t. Then the inverse stochastic exponential of A, g(A);- 1, exists and satisfies 
the equation 
Xt = I -- X~dA,.  (1.2) 
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Proof. From Lemma 1.4, we deduce that A increasing implies that E(A)t  ~ exists and 
it is equal to d'(Z), where 
(AA3 2 
Zt= -- A, + ~ 1 + AA~-  A, + J,. (1.3) 
S~t 
Indeed, 52, ,<~ [(AA,)2/(1 + AA,)] is always well defined because A is increasing, whence 
AA.~ ~> 0 and 
(AA3 2 
1 +AA--~ ~< ~ AAs<~IAI,.  
s~t s<~t 
By the characterization f the stochastic exponential, this means that Xt must satisfy 
;o Xt = 1 + X ,  dZ,. (1.4) 
From (1.4) we obtain that AXt  = Xt AZt = (Xt - AXt )AZt  = XtAZt  - AXtAZ,  
which we can otherwise write as AXt = Xt [AZt/(1 + AZt)]. On the other hand, from 
(1.3) we can deduce 
(AAt) 2 AA, 
AZt = - AA~ + - -  
1 +AAt -  1 +AA~' 
thus AZ,/(1 + AZ,) = - AA~ which implies AX, = - X, AAt. Substituting in (1.4) we 
obtain 
;o fo ;o Xt= 1 + Xs -  dZs= 1 + XsdZs-  
;o fo = 1 + XsdZ,  + X~AAsdZ,  
fo fo = 1 - Xs dA, + 
= 1 - X ,  dA~ + X~ 
o • 1 + AA~ 
This concludes the proof. [] 
AX,  dZs. 
Xs dJs - Xs AAs dAs + XsAAs dJs 
- AAs + 1 + AAsJ dAs = 1 - XsdA~. 
Remark 1.6. The last series of equalities in the previous proof actually shows that X, 
is a solution of Eq. (1.2) if and only if it is a solution of Eq. (1.4), from which (being 
a standard non-anticipating SDE) we also obtain the uniqueness of the solution. 
Moreover, let us note that Theorem 1.5 is true also when A is continuous, and it 
holds for any FV process uch that 6~(A)t I exists. 
Lemma 1.7. I f  A is increasing with Ao = 0 we have 
e(A)t  ~- ~ AI n ', e(A) f  1= ~ (-1)"A~") 
n=O n=O 
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where AI ") and AI" ) represent he iterated integrals ((. . .((A.A)'A).. .  A).A)~ and 
k ) 
Y 
n t imes 
((...((A "A)_'A) ...A)_'A)t with A ° -  1 and A ° -  1. 
k ) '  
¥ 
n l imes 
o~ n I Proof. Let Xt -- ~,=0 AI" ). It can be noted that AI" ) <~ A,/n. a.s. for every n ~ N and 
t ~ [-0, T] ,  so XI is well defined almost everywhere. Each process A (") is increasing, 
therefore we can apply the monotone convergence theorem and obtain 
X, v ~ A"  ). Again by virtue of the monotone convergence theorem, we note that = .~n=O t 
X, satisfies the equation 
;o Zt= 1 + Zs dA,; 
in fact, we have 
;o 1 + X~ dAs= 1 + A~")dA~= 1 4- A~" )dAs n=0 n=0 
n=O n- - I  n - -0  
Similarly, if we call Y, = 2~=o( - 1)'A} "~, then also Y, is almost surely well defined, 
since A} ") ~< [(A, + [A, A]~/z)"/n!]. This fact can be shown by induction, indeed it is 
trivially true for n = 0, 1 and if it is supposed to be true for n then, by calling 
(AI + [A, A]~/z)"/n! = D~, we have 
zl(,+ 11 A(,)dAs<~ 1 I(A,+[A,A]~;2)"dAs 
• Jt = "~s l~! 
'fo n n = - -  __ n! D~ dD~ ~. D~ d[A, A]J '2. 
By It6's formula the latter can be rewritten as 
D7 +1 1 
,*l ~ (D~+I -D~+I - (n+ 1)D~" ADs) 
zl("+l) ~< (n + 1)! (n 4- 1)! o<~<, 
1;o n! D~ dEA, A] 1:2 
1 
<~ - -  D7 +l ,  
(n + 1)! 
where the last inequality is true because the second and the third terms are negative. 
This means that Yt satisfies ZI = 1 - ~'o Z~ dA~; in fact 
;o . . . . . .  fo 1-  ~ ( -  1)'AI? ~dA~= 1-  ~ (-1)" A~ ")dAS n=0 n=O 
= (n+l )A(n+l )  = 
n=O n=0 
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where we applied the dominated convergence theorem for stochastic integrals (see 
Protter, 1990, Theorem 32, Chapter 4), justified by the fact that 
( - -  1)" ~< n! ' 
n=0 
the latter being integrable with respect to A. Hence, by Theorem 1.4 and the 
uniqueness of the solution for stochastic differential equations, we can conclude that 
Xt = d~(A)t and Y, = #(A) t  1. [] 
We now prove a stochastic version of Gronwall 's inequality (for a simpler proof 
when As = s the reader may refer to Duffle et al. (1992)). 
Theorem 1.8. Let A be a bounded increasing process, let Z be a positive gr-measurable 
random variable in L 1 (P) and Ht be a positive process in L 1 (p), where iz is the measure 
induced by A on [0, T ] x f2. Let us assume that 
) X,<~E (eX~+HAdAs+Z[~ a.s. V te [0 ,  T ] ,  (1.5) 
for some c~ > O. Then 
(f" ) Xt<<,g g(aA)s 8 (aA) /1HsdAs+g(~A)r~(c~A) /~Zl~ a.s. V te [0 ,  r ] .  
(1.6) 
Proof. The process A is increasing and so is ~A, thus ~(~A)- 1 exists by Theorem 1.5. 
With the notation of Lemma 1.7, we set 
(A, -- A,) t"l = ~ ( -- 1) i A((n-i)-u ) ~l(i)•-, for u > t, 
i=0  
for any increasing process, the same formula holding also for u .  By induction, we can 
show that for every n e N, we have the following formula: 
Xt <~ g ((eA)s - (~A)t) t ' -  l j~X,  + H~ ((c~A)~ - (~A)t) Lkj dA~ I~'~ 
k=O (1 ) 
+ E Z ~ ((c~A)r - (~A)t)tkll~ . (1.7) 
k=O 
This inequality is true for n = 1 by hypothesis, we assume it to be true for n - 1 and 
we prove it for n. First of all let us note that 
E( f~ T ((c~A)~--(c~A)t)t'-l J~Xs)dA~[~) 
= E ~" y. ( -  l ) iA?  -1 ' ) '  AT)X~dA~I~, 
. i=O 
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1 (; ) 
= ~" ~, ( - 1) iAl i' E X, dA~ (" - i ) ) l ,~ 
i=0  
~< c~" ~ ( - 1)~AI i) E E (~Xr + g,) dAr + ZK~s dA~ TM ~) )b~t 
i=O 
(by (1.5)). 
Also A (("- ~) ) is an increasing process, and all the terms in the inequality are positive. 
Applying the optional projection theorem (see Dellacherie and Meyer, 1982, Theorem 
VI.57), the last term above becomes 
<~ f'  l"~l ( -1 ) i  A'i' [ i) ' -  A'(" / ) ) ) l~)  
q; )]} + E (A~(" ~ ) -  A(/" i)))(:(X~+H~)dA~I~ 
t ( In~, l  n l  1 ) __ |]i A(i)A((n-i) ) =f '  E ( -  1)'AI i) A~" i) , ~ ( - - . ,~. ,  .., Z].~ 
L \ L_i=0 i=o  
(;I 1 + E ( - -  1) i AI i) A~ In-i ~ - ( - -  1 ) iA l  i) AI (n-i)) (o~X s L i=O i=0 
At this point we remark that it is easy to prove that Y~=o - 1) / AI I"-~l i AI~) = 0, and 
hence we can conclude that 
E( f f  ((o~A)s-(~A),) In 1]~Xs)dA,~-t ) 
~ = {~(lz '  (-'"A'" ~"-"' + (-  ]'"~'"'1~"~') \ L i=0  
+ E ,-. ( - 1)'A(/) A~(" -`) + ( - 1)" A(, ") (~X.~ + H~) dA~l,~ 
L i=O 
= E ((c~A)T -- (c~A),) ["]Z + ((TA), - (TA),) ["}(,:(X~ + Hs)dA~ I~t • 
Finally, by applying the inductive hypothesis, we obtain 
X,~ E( f ,  r ((c(A).~- (:(A),)["1:(Xs)dAd,~,) 
) + E ((aA)~ - (aA)t)tklH~ dA~ + ~ ((c(A)T -- (~A),) tk]Zl,~`), 
k=O k=O 
which proves (1.7). On the other hand, we have 
~ ((aA),--(ctA)t) tkl ,~  d(ctA),d(uA)? ~ a.s. Vu, t6[O,T]; (1.8) 
k=0 
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in fact, 
k 
k=O k=O i=0 
i=0 
( _ 1)i (eA)((k-i)-)(aA)}i) 
(-- 1)i(~A)l ') ~ (~A)(. (k-i)) 
k=i 
n- i  
= ~ ( -  1)'(~A)~ i) Z (aA)}~). 
i=0  k=O 
As a consequence of Lemma 1.7 we conclude that 
(o~A)~ k ) - -~  #(o~A),, ~ (-1)n(O~A)I k) .'--L~ g~(~A)t ~1, 
k=O k=O 
a.s. and hence ((c~A), - (~A)t) t"l -=~ 0 a.s. 
Since A is a bounded increasing process and (1.8) is satisfied, we can apply the 
dominated convergence theorem to the right band side of (1.7) to get (1.6). In fact, we 
have that, for all n's, the following is satisfied: 
k=~O ((~A),--(~A)t) tkl ~<lk=~0 i__~0 (--1)iA~ "-i) -A I  
~, ~ A~ -~ (A, + [A,A]]/E) ~ 
<" (?,-- i! k=O i=0 
~(n)  l <<. ~ A~"-')(A, + [A, A]¢/2) ' 
k=O i=O 
~< ~ (2A,+EA,n! A]~"/:)" ~< ~ (2A,+EA,n! A]~/2)" 
k=O k=0 
which is integrable, and integrable with respect o A. [] 
2. Stability of BSDE 
In this section we want to establish sufficient conditions for the stability of the 
solution of Eq. (1.1), under perturbations of data. 
We take V, and Vt" as solutions, respectively, of
V, = E gs(V~) dAs+ Y],~ , (1.1) 
Vt" = E gs( s ) dA~" + Y'IJ~ Vn e N (2.1) 
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under the following hypotheses: 
(1) A', A e H ~, which might be taken predictable (see Remark 1.2), 
(2) Y', Y eLI (P)  and they are XXr-measurable random variables, 
(3) g", g: [0, T ] x f~ x ~ --, ~ are c/tdl/lg, adapted and Lipschitz in N with constant 
k for some k > 0, uniformly with respect o s e [0, T ] and ¢o efL 
(4) E(~7o[,q~(O)[IdA~]) < + <,  each n and g is bounded, say [,ql ~< 7. 
In order to talk about stability of the solution, we have to view Eq. (2.1) as 
perturbations of Eq. (1.1). Hence, we need to assume some sort of convergence of the 
coefficients and the boundary values of Eq. (2.1) to those of (1.1). 
Before stating our stability result, we would like to note that Theorem 1.1 gives the 
existence and uniqueness of V, and V,", respectively, in the measure spaces L ~ (tt) and 
Ll(tl,), ll and it, being induced by IA] an [A"[ on [0, T ]  xfL In a previous work 
(Antonelli, 1993), we remarked that existence and uniqueness in L ~(I0 implies exist- 
ence and uniqueness in ~; in fact, the sequence of iterates actually defines a.s. the limit, 
which satisfies Eq. (1.1) a.s. in ~, since the uniform convergence of iterates in 
probability (u.c.p.) is implied by the convergence in Ll(tt). We recall that 
X" - - -~ X in u.c.p, if and only if P{ sup IX't' - X,[ > 2) - - -+  0 
t l~  ~ O ~ t T n~ x~ 
for any 2 > 0, a metric compatible with the u.c.p, topology on [0, T ] is given by 
I[X - Nil = E(1  A sup  IX, - Y,I). 
O<~t~' l "  
Theorem 2.1. Let us assume that A", A, Y". Y,g",g t:er{fy the foregoing hypotheses 
(1)-(4) and that 
(i) Y" - -~  Y in L I (P ) ;  
(ii) A" - - - -*  A in H ..... 
(iii) ,q"(V ) - -~  g(V) in S 1. 
Then V" converges to V in ~) under the u.c.p, topology. 
Proof .  First of all, we would like to remark that assumption (ii) implies that the total 
variation processes IA"l, are uniformly bounded by some constant [3 > 0, which we 
can assume to be the same upper bound for IAI. Besides, we can restrict ourselves to 
considering only increasing processes A" and A, it is otherwise nough to substitute 
A with [A[ and A" with IA'I in the following proof. 
By the Lipschitz property of the coefficients of the Eqs. (2.1) and (1.1) we obtain 
(i5 f; )1 IV,"-- V,I = E g~(V2)dA~- g~(VJ dA, + Y" - Yl,~t 
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(i, ) <<.E(IY"- YII~) + E kJV~'- VsldA~l~t 
+ g Igs(rs)ll d(A" - A)~I + ]g~( A - .0~(VAI dA~'l~ 
~< E kl rs" - V~[ + [g,(,) - gs(V~)[ dA~l~ 
+E[Y" -  Y] + [gs(Vs)lld(A"-- A),[[~ . 
We can summarize the above formula by writing 
]V t " -  V,,~< E( f f  (k, Vs"- Vs,+Z~)dA~+ X"[~t), (2.2) 
where 
X" = f f  Ig~(VAlld(A" - A),I + IV" - Vl, 
n ~-- rt ]7,, 
By Theorem 1.8 applied to the inequality (2.2), we get 
( ; ) tr2 - V,I <~ E ~(kA")r#(kA")?lX" + g(kA"), #(kA" )? tkZ;dA~l~ . (2.3) 
The processes A" are uniformly bounded. Hence there exists a constant a > 0 such 
that [#(kA")~ g(kA")[ 11 ~< e a.s. for all s c [0, T ]. This implies 
fl IVT - Vtl <~ ~g(x" + Z'~ dA~J~,) <~ ~E(X" + /~'dA~[~). 
For each n, by the integrability hypotheses, E(X" + ~ Z~ dA~"l~) is a uniformly 
integrable martingale, thus we can apply the weak version of Doob's inequality for 
martingales and we obtain that for any real 2 > 0 
P sup ]VT-- Vtl>2 ~<P sup c~E X ~+ Z~dA~[o~ >2 
0~t~<T 0~<t~T 
c~E(~ r Z~' dA~ + X") 
~< (2.4) 
2 
On the other hand 
E Z~ dA~ = E [g~( ~) -  g~(Vs)[dA~ <~ Hg'(V)- g(V)l[s' ][A[IH ~ 
/31Jg'(V) - g(V) IIs', 
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where the left side of the inequality tends to 0, because of assumption (iii). Besides 
f/ E(X")  = E([Y" - YI + [g~(r~)lld(A" - A)~I) ~< E( IY  ° - Y]) + 7E(] A" - A].r), 
which, again tends to 0, because of hypotheses (4), (i) and (ii). 
Thus we can conclude that for any chosen E > 0 and ). > 0, 
P( sup IV," - v,I > ;0 ~< ~/,z, 
O~t~ < T 
for n large enough, that is V"  ~ V in ~ under the u.c.p, topology. [] 
Remark 2.2. We may think of using the existence and uniqueness result of Theorem 
1.3, instead of Theorem 1.1. By strengthening the integrability assumptions on our 
terms, i.e. taking 
Y", YeL  p and Y" ,-:-g, Y in L p for p > 1; 
g.(O),g'.'(O)eS p, and g"(V)~g(V) in  S p for p > 1, 
we can obtain H p stability (and consequently S p stability) of the solution of (1.1). 
In fact, in this setting we know that V", V eS  p, with p > 1 (see Theorem 1.3). 
Arguing as before, by virtue of Doob's  inequality, we get 
HV" -  V[l__up ~< q(l[Y" - Yq[,,,, + I [ (g (V) ' IA" -A[ )HLp  
+ H(g"(V) - ,q(V))" A"Ht, p) 
= q(l[Y" - YIILp + II([ g (V) I IA"  - AI)H~ ~' 
+ Illg"(V) - g (v ) l  A"II~") 
<% q( l lY" -  YI[,,,, + ]bg(v ) l l s "HA" -  A][I4-, 
+ IIg"(V) - g(V)Hs~llA"l lg ~,) 
~< q( [] Y" - Y lit,,, + 7 I[A" - A []g~ + fl [I g"(V)  - g(V) l lsp),  
which tends to zero by our hypotheses. 
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